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Quiz on Modeling and Rational Equations Date

Solve each question. Round your answcr to the nearest hundredth.

ID: I

Period

l) It takes Mei 100 minutes to clean the

inside of a school bus. Ryan can clean the

same bus in I SS minutes. How long

m)llld it take them if they worked

together?

3) It takes Joe 195.5 minutes to shred a case

of sensitive documents. Wilbur can shred

the same case in 163.1 minutes. If they

worked together how long would it take

them?

5) What is the price per 1b of peanuts if 7.6 1b
were mixed with I .9 1b of spices which

cost Sl .80/lb to make 9.5 1b of Ashley's

Red Hot Peanuts which cost S3/lb?

2) Working together, Mei and Dan can rake a

yard in 77.06 minutes. Had he done it

alone it would have taken Dan 127.2

minutes. How long would it take Mei to
do it alone?

4) Jose can build a kit airplane in 191.3

hours. Kayla can build the same kit

airplane in 118.9 hours. Find how long it

would take them if they worked together.

6) Kayla's Premium Coffee Blend which

costs Sl l. 16/kg is made by combining

arabica coffee beans which cost Sl l/kg

with robusta coffee beans which cost

Sl 1.30/kg. Find the number of kg of

arabica coffee beans and robusta coffee

beans required to make 7.5 kg of Kayla's

Premium Coffee Blend.



7) Maria asked you to make 14 L of fruit
punch that contains 70% fruit juice by
mixing together some Sweet Tropical
Fruit Punch and some grape juice. How
much of each ingredient do you need if the
Sweet Tropical Fruit Punch contains 50%
juice?

8) What is the price per 1b of cane molasses
if 9 1b were mixed with 3 1b of beet
molasses which costs Sl .40/lb to make 12
1b of Jessica's Premium Molasses which
costs SO.95/lb?

Solve each equation. Remember to check for extraneous solutions.
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15) It took Sam and Jeff 4 hours and 49

minutes to paint Mr. Hodo's garage. Mr.

Hodo noticed that Jeff can paint twice as

fast as Sam. How long would it have

taken for each individually to paint the

garage?
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Answers to Quiz on Modeling and Rational Equations (ID: 1)

l) 60.78 minutes 2) 195.49 minutes 3) 88.92 minutes 4) 73.33 hours
5) S3.30/1b

0 6) 3.5 kg of arabica coffee beans, 4 kg of robusta coffee beans
7) 8.4 L fruit punch, 5.6 L grape juice 8) SO.80/lb
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